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the windows sdk for universal windows platform
(uwp) is installed by default with vs2017, but this is
only a 32-bit version for x86 and x64. to build uwp

for arm, you must first install the sdk for arm. to get
the arm compiler, go to the windows store and

download the windows sdk for arm. install the sdk
and run the vcvarsall.bat or vcvars32.bat batch file,
then build with the latest windows sdk. for example,
use the command below to build uwp for arm on a

64-bit windows 10 with latest windows sdk. 3.
python 3.5 : you can use windows 10 to build python
extensions for the.net framework using the python
tools for visual studio. python tools for visual studio
includes python 3.5. this is an x86-hosted extension.

the x64 toolset is also included. when you install
python tools for visual studio, the x64 tools are also
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installed on your computer. 4. command prompt :
the cmd.exe command-line host for 32-bit windows

can use the vcvarsall.bat to build x86 and x64
projects. the vcvars32.bat or vcvars64.bat sets the
architecture parameter and calls cmd.exe. you can

use it to build uwp on a 32-bit windows 10. for
example, use this command to build a x86 arm uwp
on a 64-bit windows 10. the toolsets, command files,

and shortcuts installed depend on your computer
processor and the options you selected during

installation. the x86-hosted tools and cross tools
that build x86 and x64 code are always installed. if
you have 64-bit windows, the x64-hosted tools and

cross tools that build x86 and x64 code are also
installed. if you choose the optional c++ universal
windows platform tools, then the x86 and x64 tools
that build arm and arm64 code also get installed.
other workloads may install these and other tools.
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4. vswhere.exe -list: this command-line option
outputs the currently installed visual studio version
and build number in a tab-delimited file. note that

the output file is actually a vsdelta file that contains
information about the changes you've made to the

windows registry. it is highly recommended that you
keep this output file and use it in your build scripts.
you can use the update-vsdelta command-line tool
to compare the vsdelta file with the original file. 5.

vswhere.exe -list: this command-line option outputs
the currently installed visual studio version and

build number in a tab-delimited file. note that the
output file is actually a vsdelta file that contains

information about the changes you've made to the
windows registry. it is highly recommended that you
keep this output file and use it in your build scripts.
you can use the update-vsdelta command-line tool
to compare the vsdelta file with the original file. 6.

vswhere.exe -list: this command-line option outputs
the currently installed visual studio version and

build number in a tab-delimited file. note that the
output file is actually a vsdelta file that contains

information about the changes you've made to the
windows registry. it is highly recommended that you
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keep this output file and use it in your build scripts.
when you choose one of the c++ workloads in the
visual studio installer, it installs the visual studio

platform toolset. a platform toolset has all the c and
c++ tools for a specific visual studio version. the

tools include the c/c++ compilers, linkers,
assemblers, and other build tools, and matching

libraries and header files. you can use all of these
tools at the command line. they're also used
internally by the visual studio ide. there are

separate x86-hosted and x64-hosted compilers and
tools to build code for x86, x64, arm, and arm64
targets. each set of tools for a particular host and

target build architecture is stored in its own
directory. 5ec8ef588b
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